City Tries Again With Springfield

The victory-starved City College football team will face Springfield College at Leverett Stadium on Saturday, with exactly four backfield men fit for duty only Bill Mayhew, Stan Romero, Paul Burk can be relied upon. Though somewhat doubtful injuries, Dale Brown and B. K. Kone, while Saul Cantor is much too frail to see any duty. Springfield will bring a team which won two games before losing the last. The Lions have defeated St. Lawrence and Massachusetts State while losing two. They lead the Northeastern and New Hampshire.

Last Saturday City lost its fourth game of the year to B'way by a score of 7-6. It was just defeated this year that a conversion spelled the difference between victory and defeat.

Poll Picked Roosevelt

A recent poll, run by the student bodies of the re-election of Roosevelt, to the President. Willie received 12 per cent of the student body, and Throop each received 5 per cent. The other candidates, 18 per cent of the Socialists, and a 12 percent of the Ban. The poll also indicated that 34 per cent of the students favored continuing aid to Britain, 21 per cent voted for international aid, and 41 per cent demanded cessation of aid. One per cent asked for an immediate declaration of war.

The Statistical Society used the technique employed by Gallup in his polls, namely the system of sampling.

HP to Hold Auditions for Variety Show

The House Plan Frolic will be held this Sunday, November 16, in Hansen Hall. The Frolic will feature CCNY's new jazz band, under the leadership of a Lattimer), and entertainers which will include the East Los Angeles. The present Congo Line pation is 6 cents a couple.

Boro President Stanley Isaacs Speaks At Red Cross Rally Tomorrow Noon

SC Calls Peace Rally

The Student Council voted unanimously Friday to hold an Armistice Day peace conference next Thursday in the auditorium. A poll of the student body will be conducted by the SC Poll to discover what it considers the most important national questions of the day. The rally will be held upon the grounds of this poll.

The original plan presented to the SC by Al Friedman was to hold an Armistice Day conference but by unanimous amendment, this was changed to a rally. A further motion to have a conference attended by class and club representatives, which was rejected by a vote of 4 to 2. The poll plan was then adopted.

Martin Davidson, Al Friedman, and Bernard Barnett were appointed to the Provisional Peace Committee which will be made at the rally and will probably concern methods for keeping America out of war.

Harry Ings, president of the Student Council, said while advertising a rally:

"The nearness of the anniversary of the signing of the Armistice is a stirring reminder to the student body of years of war. In addition, in deciding to sponsor the rally, the Council loans thirty dollars to the class of '41.

A plan to establish a social hour between 12 and 1 every other Saturday. If an art or music program presents itself to the council. Although the plan is still in the embryonic stage, it was referred to the Dean and the Faculty Council on Curriculum.

Applications for the Inaugination Committee are being accepted by the SC secretary, Jack Shor. Upper juniors and all seniors are eligible to serve.

Honor Society Takes Members

Thirty-seven students were elected to Beta Gamma Sigma, the Phi Beta Kappa, and other national honor societies. Those chosen from the four-year class were: Charles L. Bloomstein, Nathan Pfenninger, Michael Schonberger, graduate students; Seymour Davis, Ruth Friedman, Julius Y. Friedman, Leonold Ross, Henry Schnermer, Seymour W. Shine, Irving M. Smith, David Deutsch, Irving Epstein, Lester W. Fretz, Suyaird Leifert, Maurice Lewis, Ludano Misnerendino, Stanley Barnett, Louis S. Adcock, Paul H. Morgan, Martin Hershkoff, Ralph Kasel, Alfred Barnett, Al. S. Syl, Mrs. Ruth Ross, and Myra Doris Sienewin.

Bands Vie At '42 Rally

Live turkeys, sweet chickens, and other gifts will be awarded the student body in the festive pageant of the PEY art, held in the gymnasium.

For your quarter, or more—five cents is tops—you'll see a show as good as "Our Town," of which Mrs. Edith Wright, dean of women, said, "The best college production I've ever seen." And you'll see it quickly, for five days only, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. There will be a special audience of the 1000 students who will be admitted free of charge.

"Forest," B'way Hit, Here Thanksgiving Weekend

Despite all the turkey which the cast will eat on Thanksgiving Day, Theatron assures us that it has nothing to do with the "Forest," which it presents Thanksgiving Day, for that is the "Pitied Forest," which it presents Thanksgiving Day, for that is the only "Forest" to which there's no death of them and you'll never have to pay."
Defence Program at The College

Wednesday, November 6, 1940

Can U. S. Stay Out of War?

National Defense

To those who have not been in Washington, D. C., during the past few weeks, the prospect of war was just a matter of speculation and debate. However, the recent events in Europe have put the issue of war in a new light.

Job For Campus

As the College prepares for the second semester, the opportunity for employment on the campus will be a welcome addition. The employment office is always on the lookout for students who are interested in working on the campus.

Letter to the Ticker

To the Editor, Ticker,

Martin Abramson and the Ticker, as the former sports editor of the C.C., stand ready to support the new athletic program at The College. We are confident in the abilities of the new athletic director, Mr. Abramson, to lead us to victory.

Monday Moanings

Well, the snow is finally here, and I'm sure that many students are looking forward to it. However, I must admit that I am not one of them. I am more of a warm-weather person, and I hate the cold.

Defense Program at The College

As the world becomes more aware of the dangers of war, the need for a strong defense program becomes more apparent. At The College, we are doing our part to prepare for any possible conflict.

Club Clippings

Monday, November 6, 1940

Sports Theatrons

Theatrons are selling tickets for their upcoming shows. Make sure to get yours before they sell out.

Stay Out FROSH! For SENIORS only

1941 Lexicon Photos Taken Now

Call for Appointment Cards sent in the Lexicon Office, Room 225

TICKET OFFICE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

BOOKMOTION PICTURES

SPRINGFIELD

PACER CINEMA

DANCE-TILDawn (Albany)

ATTENDANCE FOR FREE!

FOLLOWS THE GREAT INFLATION

FREE!

Doublemint Gum

Dew Delicious

Stay on Your Lasting, American Lunch Bar

THEATRON

Thanksgiving Week-end

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

All Seats Reserved

Tickets are on Sale in the Washington Lobby

앱 of Individual Members of THEATRON

Add Zest to Your Daily Life

Dew Delicious

Order now from your nearest retailer.
DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT
... IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE

Your goal for more smoking pleasure is

CHESTERFIELD'S
Milder, cooler, better taste

There are three touchdowns in every pack of Chesterfields for smokers like yourself. The first is a COOLER smoke... the second score for Chesterfield is BETTER TASTE... and the third and winning score for any smoker is Chesterfield's REAL MILDNESS.

The reason Chesterfields satisfy is in their right combination of the finest tobaccos grown... the perfect blend that you'd find in no other cigarette. They really satisfy.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELD
You can't buy a better cigarette

Sophs Star In Pool Polo

As Women Watch Wildly

The gentler sex came into its own Thursday when the IAC board for the first time invited the girls of the College to present in the pool polo championship. The invitation has been extended again for tomorrow's session in the pool, when '41 meets '43 'both won their games last week when '42 encounters '44. The game couldn't hold a candle to the business-like way in which '43 swamped '41. When the sophs win the water polo championship it won't be much of a surprise to anyone.

Volleyball Goes On

Intercollegiate volleyball competition will continue row in the gym, with '43 meeting '44 and '43 playing '44. Last week the seniors beat the juniors, 15-9, 15-7. '43 beat '44, 10-5, 10-7.